
RESEARCH PROPOSALDÁNIEL TAMÁS SOUKUPI am a seond year MS student at Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary. I ammainly interested in set theoretial topology. Reently, I have been investigatingthe onnetions between D-spaes and overing properties.De�nition 0.1 (E. van Douwen). A spae X is said to be a D-spae (or hasproperty D) i� for every open neighborhood assignment U , one an �nd a loseddisrete D ⊆ X suh that X =
⋃

d∈D
U(d) =

⋃
U [D].I reommend G. Gruenhage's survey on D-spaes [3℄, whih summarizes the fatsand the work done in the topi, stating numerous fasinating open problems. One ofthe main problems with D-spaes, is that we lak theorems stating that a lassialovering property weaker than ompatness implies property D. As Gruenhagesays, "... it is not known if a very strong overing property suh as hereditarilyLindelöf implies D, and yet for all we know it ould be that a very weak overingproperty suh as submetaompat or submetalindelöf implies D!"In a joint work with Xu Yuming [7℄, we examined the D-property of some gener-alized metri spaes: generalized strati�able spaes, elasti spaes and the Collins-Rosoe mehanism.Investigating D-spaes, Arhangel'skii introdued the lass of aD-spaes.De�nition 0.2 (Arhangel'skii, [1℄). A spae X is said to be aD i� for eah losed

F ⊆ X and for eah open over U of X there is a losed disrete D ⊆ F and
N : D → U with x ∈ N(x) suh that F ⊆

⋃
N [D].Interestingly, aD-spaes are muh more doile than D-spaes; Arhangel'skiishowed, that every submetalindelöf spae is aD [2℄. Answering a question ofArhangel'skii [2℄, I proved that there exists an aD, non D-spae [6℄; the oun-terexamples use Shelah's lub guessing theory. Nevertheless, the questions aboutmain overing properties and D-spaes remain open.In [5℄, I answered questions raised by Guo and Junnila [4℄ onerning harater-ization of linearly D-spaes; that is, in the de�nition of D-spaes, we only onsidermonotone neighborhood assignments. Also, I proved that the existene of ertain"loally nie" aD, non D-spaes is independent.Now, I am interested in getting a better insight on non D-spaes, whih arelinearly D and aD. I hope, that this will shed some light on the question, whetherevery Lindelöf spae is D. Referenes[1℄ A.V.Arhangel'skii and R. Buzyakova, Addition theorems and D-spaes, Comment. Mat. Univ.Car. 43(2002), 653-663.[2℄ A.V. Arhangel'skii, D-spaes and overing properties, Topology and Appl. 146-147(2005), 437-449. 1
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